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Abstract. This research aims to determine how the relationship between young 

people and to know what are the factors that trigger conflict and to know what is 

being done to resolve the conflict youth that occurred between them. The method 

used in this study is a qualitative case study approach. 

 

The result of this research is the relation among the youth doesn’t run well 

because of the attittudes that disobey the norm of culture and law. In daily 

interaction often leads to clashes and misunderstandings that will affect the  

conflict. Many of the factors that contributed to the conflict. The emotions of 

young people who are still unstable causing them easy to do perversity. Drinking, 

as well as educational and economic factors are weak regarded as a major trigger 

of the dispute. In addition, factors and alignments tribal officials also trigger the 

onset of an existing dispute. To resolve disputes that affect the  conflict is 

expected to youth to be able to control his emotions, and to make them closer to 

god and increase the potential that exists within him. To the government and 

relevant parties, including the security forces, expected to be able to be firm, 

impartial and fast enough to overcome the conflict is expected to be the best 

solution to maintain the stability of people's lives they lead. The presence of 

traditional leaders who have a higher position than a government, should be able 

to provide a solution when there are problems related to ethnicity. Parents are 

expected to be able to supervise, provide a good example in everyday life and 

seeks to understand the part of growth and development experienced by young 

people. This research is hoped can improve of PKn’s materials of the character 

education currriculum for the 1st grade of SMA/MA, especially in Basic 

Competence of the similarity of citizen’s right without differenciating of religion, 

gender, culture and ethnic.  
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